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TECHNOLOGICALLY challenged old codgers should stay away from ‘Racing Twitter’. 

Racing’s ‘Twitterati’ is full of unique characters 

RACING Twitter' - a subsection of Twitter for those who like tipping ponies and venting about jockeys, among  

other things - is full of weird and wonderful types. 

Here are eight characters you'll stumble across if you 

spend a bit of time on the 'sphere… 

 

1. The Post-race Expert 

The absolute pits, this character. Instead of putting 

their plums on the line pre-race, the Post-race Expert 

chimes in after the fact with all the reasons why the 

favourite was an obvious lay. "I can't believe that thing 

started favourite," comes the tweet of The PRE (ironic 

abbreviation) as soon as runners cross the line. "It was 

always going to end up in a bad spot from that poor 

draw."  Go jump in the sea! 

 

2. The Old Man Yelling At Cloud 

Oldies on Twitter, God love em'! The Old Man Yelling At 

Cloud longs for simpler times but also doesn't want to 

be left behind. He/she is somewhat technologically 

challenged, but wants to be ‘with it’. If you've come 

across any of the following on Twitter, chances are you 

have an OMYAC on your hands… 

 

-Hashtags that make no sense. 

-#HashtagsThatareJustwaytooLong&hardtoRead 

-Spaces in or before hashtags. 

-Shopping lists. 

-Their name, or someone else's name, and nothing 

else. 

-Photos of inane objects, like empty water bottles - 

accompanied by hashtags like #thirsty. 

-Staunch resistance to change or the introduction of 

anything new.  

-Using 'LOL'. 

3. The Brown-noser 

The Brown-noser just craves those sweet, sweet 'likes'. 

Every jockey is a champion, every trainer is a legend, 

and every maiden winner is the next Winx. There is 

nothing wrong with a bit of positivity... until  (to p2) 
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it reaches sickly sweet, vomit-inducing levels. Tagging  

every Tom, Dick and Harry in tweets is a common tactic 

of The BN. 

 

"Well done to @jockey for a brilliant front-running ride 

on @horse in the first @track. Wonderful training effort 

from @trainer who is an amazing horseman and an 

even better bloke."  Aaarrgh! 

 

4. The Opening Betting King 

It's always nice when a horse you've backed at 10-1 

ends up jumping at 5-1, but the Opening Betting King 

seems to take fat odds on every bet, picking apart  

Saturday's markets as soon as they appear on  

Wednesday afternoon. Then brags to the world about it. 

His bets seldom win! 

 

5. The Jockey Basher 

Every single punter has been on the receiving end of a 

filthy ride - it's just part of the game. Most of the time 

you just have to take your medicine and move onto the 

next race, however sometimes it is necessary for your 

own mental well-being to jump on Twitter and have a 

little vent. It is no good though when sporadic catharsis 

becomes frequent flat-out abuse and you find yourself 

potting half-a-dozen jockeys every day.  

 

"@Jockey would like his time again there. Zigged when 

he should have zagged." = okay. 

"That's the third time today that little cheating prick has 

f***** me! Not fit to sit on my f****** couch." = not 

okay.   

 

6. The Troll  

Certainly not limited to 'Racing Twitter', The Troll hides 

behind a fake name, and takes countless cheap shots 

for reasons only known to him. The only thing worse 

than The Post-race Expert chiming in after you've done 

your nuts is The Troll throwing shade from his mum and 

dad's rumpus room. Horrid spelling and grammar is a 

hallmark of The Troll - "Your the shitest tipster Ive ever 

seen ya bastird." 

 

7. The Agitator  

The Agitator, unlike The Troll, at least puts his/her 

name to their tweets - all 50,000 of them. A Group One 

shit-stirrer, The Agitator will start an argument over a 

topic that he's not particularly interested in, just be-

cause he's bored and has a deep and disturbing love of 

conflict. Annoyingly, this character will often 'quote re-

tweet' rather than just replying because he wants the 

world to read his half-baked gibberish.  

8. The Over-celebrator 

It's great backing a winner, but fair dinkum, do we  

really need the 'BOOMs' and 'BANGs' when an odds-on 

shot arrives? 

 

9. The Great-In-His-Own-Mind Tipster 

This sub-species once experienced the sheer luck of 

finding a winner in the 4-1 to 6-1 range, and  

immediately fancies himself a tipster of great repute. 

Some GIHOMT’s even sink to the lowest level,  

designing an experts’ logo and charging for their  

useless information! 

 

10. The Stabiliser 

The Stabiliser is a dangerous psychotic type. He has a 

“peacemaker” fetish and will often berate ‘The Jockey 

Basher’ or other libellous users for their comments 

with something like… “stay calm, think again, rather 

apologise…” Privately, he encourages abusive and 

derogatory tweets because it gives him a chance to 

intervene with a false sense of calmness as to gain 

some sort of cyberspace respect.  Shoot him if you 

ever get to meet him! -Extracts from punters.com.au 

article by JAMES LAMB. 

Giddyup, let’s run with the brave! 
 

PAUL Matchett’s Running Brave races in an  

Assessment Plate at the Vaal today, if her 104 rating 

is correct, she will win by 5 lengths or more. Say no 

more, build around her, win or lose! Value: Billy Silver 

at 11-2 in Race 5. He is talented, in a winnable race. 

 

Vaal Selections, Tuesday 
 

Race 1: (3) Doublethink (9) Loosen Your Tie (19) 

Sweptoffmyfeet (7) Keeping The Faith 

Race 2: (1) Lemon Drop Shot (4) Byron Bay (3) The 

Sands (6) Turf Master 

Race 3:  (13) Moroccan Flame (2) Vijeta (1) Wild 

Thoughts (6) Flirty Girty 

Race 4:  (6) Big Blue Marble (3) Gimme A Wave (7) 

Royal Cavalier (2) Wild Curve 

Race 5: (6) Billy Silver (2) Romi’s Boy (8) Carbon Atom 

(5) Angel’s Power 

Race 6: (10) Eastern Healer (11) Brigtnumberten (2) 

Lazarus Tree (13) Sporting Monarch 

Race 7:  (16) Snow In Seattle (15) Seventh Son (5) 

Baahir (3) Moshav 

Race 8:  (1) Running Brave (2) Afrostar (3) Cordillera 

(7) Scent Of Evening 

Race 9: (12) Genesis (1) Florida Quays (14) Supa Muf-

ti (5) Manhattan Cocktail 
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BERNARD Fayd’Herbe, best to follow! (Troy Finch). 

Fayd’Herbe’s Fiver  

included two feature wins 
BERNARD Fayd’Herbe’s decision to ride in Cape Town last 

Saturday paid rich dividends, as he brought home five 

winners, including both 1200m Grade 3 juvenile features. 

 

First up was Cousin Liz in the Kenilworth Fillies Nursery. 

Candice Bass-Robinson’s daughter of Captain Al hadn’t 

appeared since a dominant debut win in February. But 

she showed no signs of ring rust when quickening well 

down the inside to comfortably get the better of Vaughan 

Marshall’s Mirage, who had been an equally impressive 

winner in her first racetrack appearance. 

 

“She isn’t the soundest, and it was tough getting her 

here. We’ll now put her away until the summer,” said 

Bass-Robinson, who has seemingly had an endless supply 

of talented juvenile females over the past couple of  

seasons. 

 

“The last bit she was changing legs and had just had 

enough, but her class pulled her through” commented 

Fayd’Herbe. 

 

Next to successfully defend an unbeaten record was Brett 

Crawford’s Armando in the Cape Of Good Hope Nursery.  

 

In a time almost a second quicker then the fillies race, the 

classy What A Winter colt made it three from three, but 

had to dig deep to get the better of another talented Mar-

shall inmate Fearless Warrior. 

 

Armando may have run his last race in South Africa. When 

Brett Crawford trained Elusive Gold for a Tony Millard cli-

ent the horse stayed here until he had won the Cape 

Guineas but Crawford, after watching the Lammerskraal-

-bred What A Winter colt put up a performance in 

the Cape Of Good Hope Nursery that had Guineas 

written all over it, expressed doubts about history 

repeating itself. 

 

He said: “I am waiting to hear from Tony and Mr Ng 

but, now that Armando has proved that he is Group 

winner, it’s more than likely he will get going for 

Hong Kong.” 

 

Fayd’Herbe was impressed, saying: “He won a 

gutsy race. The horse of Vaughan Marshall’s 

(Fearless Warrior) is decent. I picked him up about 

the 300 and I thought I would have him quite easily 

but he went on again.”  - Ken Nicol and Michael 

Clower. 

From the handicapper’s desk 
 

DO IT AGAIN’s merit rating remains unchanged on 

125 after he ran down CIRILLO in the closing stag-

es of the Grade 1 Rising Sun Gold Challenge (WFA) 

over 1600m at Greyville on Saturday, 8 June. 

 

In fact, DO IT AGAIN, 4th placed SOQRAT and 5th 

placed UNDERCOVER AGENT all ran to their rating 

and all three can effectively be seen as being line 

horses. As such, no changes were made to the  

rating of any of the three. 

 

Runner-up CIRILLO actually runs to 124 when rat-

ing the race this way, but the Handicappers are 

cognisant of the fact that he was given a very enter-

prising ride from the front on a day when a strong 

tailwind was blowing down the straight and it is our 

view that CIRILLO may have been a little flattered 

by the bare numbers. 

 

As such, he was given a rating of 121 to make him 

the equal for now of his fellow three-year-old 

SOQRAT, who has beaten CIRILLO on these same 

weight terms three times in the past. 

 

Third placed RAINBOW BRIDGE did not enjoy the 

greatest of luck in running here and also remains 

unaltered on 124. In fact, aside from CIRILLO, no 

changes were made to the ratings of any of the 

eight runners in the Gold Challenge line-up. 

 

OH SUSANNA has seen her rating trimmed from 

118 to 116 after she made virtually all the running 

to narrowly win the Grade 2 Tibouchina Stakes for 

fillies and mares over 1400m. This drop in the four-

year-old’s rating is more in the nature of an overall 

re-assessment of her form this season, where she 

has never equalled the rating of 118 off which she 

raced here.  

 

KAMPALA CAMPARI’s rating was raised from 107 to 

109 after his narrow win in the Cup Trial (handicap) 

over 1800m. The Handicappers decided to use 

runner-up EYES WIDE OPEN as the line horse.—

National Horseracing Authority. 
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Winx means… Ka’ching! 

AUSTRALIAN entrepreneurs are cashing in on the fame of star 

mare Winx. The online store GOPO, for example, are selling 

high-quality Winx Quilts made of smooth Kona Cotton for $59. 

They’re going to be coining it! 

FROM the days of bell-bottom trousers and ‘Twiggy’ skirts 

comes this pic of 1974 Benoni Diamond Guineas winner  

Archangel (Persian Wonder), trained by Syd Laird and ridden 

by ‘Big-Race’ Bert Hayden for Michael Javett and Mrs  

Tenderini. 

Bell-bottom trousers, Twiggy skirts 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
https://gopostore.com/product/the-winxs-moments-quilt-blanket-si0a0106903
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